Parental Support for Speech Delay in Early Childhood in Kalisari Village, Natar District, South Lampung Regency
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Abstract: This study was aims to explore, describe, and analyze parent support for the speech delay early childhood. This study used to the qualitative method of the research subject is both parents of children who experience speech delay in Kalisari village. This study was used to three methods of data collection, namely observation, interviews, and documentation. The data analyze used to descriptive qualitative. Based on the results of the discussion that has been described it can be concluded that parent support that has been given to children who experience speech delay is informational support, assessment support, instrumental support, emotional social support, and real support. Of the five supports, the researchers concluded that the support often used by subjects was informational support, namely parents provided support through the provision of good advice and advice, giving instructions by installing pictures in the refrigerator so that the twins could understand the food taken and want to say food they took, and provided information by taking the twins for a walk to get a new vocabulary.
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Introduction

Language is a form of rule or symbol system that children use in communicating and adapting to their environment to exchange ideas, thoughts, and emotions (Nugraha, 2018). Language can be expressed through speech referring to verbal symbols, in addition to using verbal symbols, language can also be expressed through writing, gestural signs, and music (Kurniati, 2017). Language can also include aspects of nonverbal communication such as gestures, gestures or pantomimes. The ability to speak and language involves the development of cognitive, sensory motor, psychological, emotional, and the environment around children (including parents). Language skills in general can be distinguished into receptive (hearing and understanding) and expressive (speaking) abilities (Fitriani et al., 2019). Speaking ability can be assessed more than other abilities so that discussions about language skills are more often associated with speaking skills, language skills and speaking are influenced by intrinsic factors (children) and extrinsic factors (environment) (Hartanto et al., 2016). Intrinsic factor is where the innate condition of the child from birth includes the physiology of the organs involved in the ability to speak, while the extrinsic factor is in the form of a stimulus that is around the child, especially the words that are heard or addressed to the child.

Some data show that the incidence of children experiencing speech delay is quite high. Research in New Zealand found that 8.4% of children aged 5 years experienced speech delays, while in Canada it was 3% to 10%. As is known delay in speech refers to the barriers and development of children. Speech disorder in children is the ability to speak that is not appropriate when compared to children of the same age (Widyawaty, 2021).

According to Hurlock (2009), the definition of speech delay in children is if the level of speech development is below the level of quality of speech development of children in general the same can be seen from the accuracy of the use of words. As stated by Campbell, who tried to reveal the risk factors for speech delay in children of unknown or mixed race at the age of 3 years, the results of his research revealed that the male sex had a large ratio in influencing speech delay. The ability to speak in children starts from the family, school, community environment. The family is the "madrasatul ulla" or the first school for children before they are in school education level because the family is the main determining factor in various aspects of development, if the family, especially parents, is late in stimulating children's...
language skills, their speech development will be hampered in the future. According to the statement (Santrock et al., 2008) language progress that occurs in early childhood provides the foundation for further child development at elementary school age.

Children who are late in speaking are children who have a tendency to say the wrong words, then have a poor vocabulary at the age of 3 years, or also have difficulty naming objects at the age of 5 years (Papalia, 2015). And children like that, later have a tendency to be unable to read. "children who show an unusual tendency to mispronounce words at age 2, who have poor vocabulary at age 3, or who have trouble naming objects at 5 are apt to have reading disabilities later on, misinterpreting words at age 2, who have poor vocabulary at age 3, or who have problems with object planting at age 5 tend to have reading disabilities later in life. Based on the opinion which has been described above, it can be concluded that the definition of a child who has a speech delay is a child whose level of quality of speech development is below that of a child of his age.

Language development in children cannot be separated from the role of the child's parents. Children first learn everything in the family environment and parents are the first teachers for children. This makes parents have a big role in the education of their children, both in terms of time, material and energy. Based on observations in PAUD, there are still children who experience delays in speaking. This happened to the Dahlia PAUD institution which had the address at Jalan Sitara, Kalisari Village, Natar Subdistrict, South Lampung, which should have been aged 4-6 years, children could speak (language) well and clearly, but in this PAUD institution there were still children who were not clear in speaking and inaccuracies spoken word.

There are many causes of speech delays, the most common of which is a low level of intelligence that makes it impossible for children to learn to speak as well as their normal or high intelligence peers; lack of motivation because children know they can communicate adequately with pre-speech forms parents encourage to continue using “baby talk” because they think it is “sweet”; limited opportunities to practice speaking due to strict limits on how much they are allowed to talk at home; constantly hanging out with twins who can understand their special speech and bilingual use at home which slows down the learning of their mother tongue. Speech delays can be seen from the fact that if parents not only talk to their children but also use a wide variety of words, the child's speech ability will develop rapidly (Muslimat et al., 2020). According to Hurlock, the factors that influence the number of children talking are as follows: the factors that affect the number of children speak as follows: intelligence, type of discipline, position of order, family size, socioeconomic status, racial status, bilingualism, sex role classification (Rahman, 2009).

Methods

This study uses a qualitative method. The subjects in this study were parents of two children who had speech delays. Determination of the subject is done by purposive sampling technique with consideration is parents by using social mapping. The data collection technique used in this study is the method of participant observation, structured interviews, and documentation.

Results and Discussion

Parents function as a collector (collector) and disseminator (spreader) of information about various things (Tanjung & Satyawan, 2021). Explains about giving advice, suggestions, information that can be used to reveal and solve a problem. The benefit of informational support is that it can suppress the emergence of an understanding because of the information provided and can contribute suggestions and actions to individuals (Cuhyadi, 2012). Aspects in this support are advice, suggestions, instructions, and information provision. With regard to
informational support, the researcher found in subject A the support that had been given in the form of advice to the twins. The same thing was conveyed in an interview with subject B who stated that the support provided was in the form of advice to the twins. In addition to informational support in the form of advice, the subject also provided informational support in the form of suggestions given to the twins. In addition to informational support in the form of advice and suggestions, there is also informational support in the form of providing information. The following is the information that subject A gave to the twins. In accordance with the statement of subject A, the support that has been given to the twins, subject B has also provided informational support in the form of providing information. The last part of the informational support is the informational support part of the instructions, namely the instructions given to the twins, the researcher found that subject A had given instructions to the twins. The same thing was also expressed by subject B, the support given to the twins in the form of instructions. Regarding the statements given by the two subjects, the interview excerpt above was also conveyed and justified by the subject C.

Parents as a safe and peaceful place for rest and recovery and help control emotions (Silfi et al., 2020). Aspects of emotional support include support that is manifested in the form of trust, attention, listening and being listened to (Susanti & Sulistyarni, 2013). Related to the emotional social support given by parents to children who have speech delays, the researchers found that subject A had provided emotional social support in the form of lack of trust in the twins. The same thing was also expressed by subject B, emotional social support in the form of trust has been given to the twins. From the expression of emotional social support in the form of trust given to the twins, the researchers looked for the truth of this to the subject C.

In addition to emotional social support in the form of trust, there is also emotional social support in the form of listening and being listened to which is given to children who experience speech delays (Ernawati & Heryani, 2015). The same thing was also expressed by subject B regarding emotional social support in the form of listening and being listened to to the twins. Regarding the expressions of the two subjects above, the researcher also received information from subject C, the support given to the twins by the two subjects above, namely in the form of listening and being listened to.

Parents act as a guide that is feedback, guide and mediator in the problem solving process, as a source and validator of the identity of parent members, which include giving attention and appreciation. Regarding the assessment support given by the parents to the twins, the researcher found that subject A had provided feedback to the twins. The same thing related to the interview excerpt of subject A was also conveyed in the interview, subject B stated that the support provided was in the form of feedback. Regarding the statements from subject A and subject B, the researcher also got the truth from subject C, assessment support in the form of feedback given to the twins. With the support of the assessment, the researcher also found that subject A had provided support in the form of appreciation for the twins. The same thing was conveyed by subject B related to the interview above, subject B also stated the support given in the form of awards. Related to the statement of the two subjects, the researcher also found the truth revealed by subject A and B, the truth was obtained from subject C.

Parents act as guides, namely feedback, guides and mediators in the problem-solving process, as sources and validators of the identity of parent members, which include giving attention and appreciation (Miarso, n.d.). Regarding the assessment support given by parents to the twins, the researcher found that subject A had provided feedback to the twins. The same thing related to the interview excerpt of subject A was also conveyed in the interview, subject B stated that the support provided was in the form of feedback. Regarding statements from subject A and subject B, the researcher also got the truth from subject C, assessment support in the form of feedback given to the twins. With the support of this assessment, the researcher also found that subject A had provided support in the form of appreciation for the twins. The
same thing was conveyed by subject B related to the interview above, subject B also stated the support given in the form of awards. Regarding the statements of the two subjects, the researcher also found the truth expressed by subjects A and B, the truth was obtained from subject C.

Assessment support in addition to feedback and awards there is also assessment support in the form of attention, namely the researcher found the assessment support given to the twins in the form of attention. The same thing was also expressed by subject B and confirmed by subject C.

While virtually anyone can provide support in the form of money and attention, tangible support is most effective when it is well appreciated by the recipient. Giving real support that results in feelings of disorganization and unfavorable acceptance will actually add to the individual pressure and stress in the parent's life. Forms of this tangible support, among others, such as attention and material. With regard to real support, the researcher found that subject A provided tangible support in the form of material to the twins. The same thing was also expressed by subject B regarding the real support in the form of materials that had been given to the twins. The statement given by the two subjects above about real support in the form of material that has been given to the twins, the researcher also got data from subject C about the truth of the support that has been given to the twins.

Parents are a source of practical and concrete help, which seeks to provide the facilities and equipment needed by each parent member. Regarding instrumental support, the researcher found that subject A had provided instrumental support in the form of providing the facilities needed by the twins. The same thing was also expressed by subject B, the support provided was in the form of providing facilities for the twins.

1. Informational support
   Parents function as a collector (collector) and disseminator (spreader) of information about various things. Explains about giving advice, suggestions, information that can be used to reveal and solve a problem. The benefit of this support is that it can suppress the emergence of an understanding because of the information provided and can contribute suggestions and actions to individuals. Aspects in this support are advice, suggestions, instructions, and information provision.

2. Emotional social support
   Parents as a safe and peaceful place for rest and recovery and help control emotions. Aspects of emotional support include support that is manifested in the form of trust and listening. Parents have not given full trust to the twins. Then, with special emotional support in the form of listening and being listened to, it is also very important for children who are late to speak because they listen to children who speak even though their vocabulary is not yet clear. Parents listen to the words of the twins, parents also need to be listened to by the twins so far the twins really listen to what their parents say and they always obey their parents because the twins are always given good things before their parents give the rules or prohibitions given to them.

3. Rating support
   Parents act as a guide that is feedback, guide and mediate in the problem solving process, as a source and validator of the identity of parent members which include providing support, attention, and appreciation.

4. Real support
   While virtually anyone can provide support in the form of money and attention, tangible support is most effective when it is well appreciated by the recipient. Giving real support that results in feelings of disorganization and unfavorable acceptance will actually add to the individual pressure and stress in the parent's life. The forms of this tangible support include attention and material.
5. Instrumental support
Parents are a source of practical and concrete help, which seeks to provide the facilities and equipment needed by each parent member. The facilities provided are in the form of books, picture books, pencils, colored pencils and pictures that can be pasted and educational toys.

Conclusions and Suggestions

Based on the results of the study, it can be concluded that the parental support that plays a very important role is informational support. Parents must provide good advice and suggestions, provide instructions, and provide information to children who have speech delays so that children's speech development can develop properly. Researchers suggest that parents provide more support in the form of informational support in the form of good advice and suggestions, suggestions, information and instructions for children who experience speech delays. Researchers suggest early childhood education teachers to better understand parental support for speech delay problems, especially informational support. Future researchers are expected to maximize other research approaches. Such as parental support for speech delays can be measured with a more measurable scale so that it is known and explored and other researchers are expected to be able to adjust the mix method (qualitative-quantitative).
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